
 
 
 
 

Questions for Wednesday, April 13th.  
Set by: Roger Springthorpe 

 
  

Question Reader: All parts of the answer shown in Bold Face are required. Parts shown in ordinary type are 
not essential, but if given incorrectly will mean that the answer is wrong; for example, if the answer shown is 
“Tom Watson”, “Watson” would be a correct answer, but “John Watson” would be incorrect. Parts shown in 
italics are purely explanatory and are not required. If the answer offered is incomplete (for example, 
“Roosevelt” for “Theodore Roosevelt”), you may, at your discretion, ask the person answering to expand the 
answer. 

In the event of any problem, three spare questions can be found on the final sheet. 

 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

When you are ready to start reading the questions, proceed to the next page 
Press Page Up or Page Down to move between rounds (or half-rounds for team questions) 

 
 

  



Individual Round 1 All answers have a connection to the last word in the name of a Football team 
 
 

1. Which Irish folk song written at the end of the 12th century, and a staple for The 
Dubliners, is about a young man trying to obtain credit for alcohol? 

The Wild Rover 

2. What was the Roman name for Britain believed to have come from their first sight of 
the white cliffs of Dover? 

Albion 

3. What is the first name of the daughter in the Addams Family? Wednesday 

4. Which Scottish Duke has the hereditary title of chief of the Clan Campbell? Duke of Argyll 

5. Mary Pickford, Charlie Chaplin and Douglas Fairbanks founded which film company? United Artists 

6. The BBC have two broadcasting towers in London. One is Crystal Palace. What is the 
other? 

Alexandra Palace [Croydon ceased 
broadcasting TV in 2012] 

7. What name is given to various members of elite light infantries of the US Army, who 
specialise in close combat, and have the proud tradition of never leaving a man behind? 

US Army Rangers 

8. In November 1871, which journalist made a sensational discovery at the village of Ujiji 
near Lake Tanganyika? 

Henry Morton Stanley 

9. What nickname was given to Henry Percy son of the first Earl of Northumberland by the 
Scots because of his eagerness to attack and do battle? 

Hotspur 

10. Which bandit chief in Mexico became a general, then state governor of Chihuahua, 
before being assassinated in the 1920’s? 

Pancho Villa 

 



Team Round 2 
1. Film Scarecrows  

a) In which British film set just before World War II is the title character shot in the arm while 
disguised as a scarecrow to carry out a rescue? 

‘Pimpernel’ Smith 

b) Which Irish actor, principally known his TV work, played the title role in the Disney film Dr. 
Syn, Alias the Scarecrow? 

Patrick McGoohan 

c) Which actor played Dr. Jonathan Crane, alias the Scarecrow. in the three Batman films from 
director Christopher Nolan? 

Cillian Murphy 

2. Pop song advertising  
a) Which cereal has recently been advertising its product to the sound of Ca plane pour moi” 

by Pastic Bertrand? 
Special K 

b) Which communication company has recently been advertising its product to the sound of 
the Beach Boys “Wouldn’t it be nice”? 

Sky Mobile 

c) Which food company has recently been advertising its products to “Don’t Leave Me This 
Way” by Harold Melvin and the Blue Notes? 

McDonalds 

3. Astronomy  
a) Which scientist predicted the existence of Black Holes in 1916? Albert Einstein 

b) Which planet in our Solar System is the most cratered, with its largest being Caloris? Mercury 

c) Which spacecraft has travelled the farthest, and is currently the most distant spacecraft 
from Earth? 

Voyager 1 

4. English motorways  
a) Which motorway is virtually Manchester’s ring road? M60 

b) Which motorway connects London to Dover? M20 

c) Which is the highest motorway in England? M62 



Team Round 2 (Continued) 
5. Golf  

a) Under the rules of golf how many minutes are allowed to search for a lost ball? Three (used to be 5 minutes until 
2019) 

b) In which country is the 2023 Ryder Cup due to be held? Italy 

c) What was unusual about the careers of Luke Donald and Lee Westwood when they became 
World Number 1 player? 

Neither had won a Major 

6. Gardening  
a) The plant Dianthus barbarous was given the names to mark the victory of the Duke of 

Cumberland at Culloden. One was complementary. One insulting. Name either  
Sweet William or Stinking Billy 

b) Which common garden items were first brought from Germany to England in 1847 by Sir 
Charles Esham? 

Garden Gnomes 

c) Who designed the Blue Peter garden? Percy Thrower 

7. Sweets that changed names  
a) Which chocolate biscuit bar was called Raider when it first appeared?  Twix 

b) Which name now goes before Bassets on their bags of liquorice allsorts? Maynards 

c) Which chocolate bar was discontinued and relaunched as Peanut Boost, but has since been 
rebranded under its original name? 

Starbar 

8. Medical terms  
a) What is the common term for the substance known medically as Cerumen? Earwax 

b) Brought on by fear, stress, or cold, what is the common name for the condition known 
medically as horripilation? 

Goosebumps or goose pimples. 

c) What is the medical term for a swelling caused by an accumulation of fluids? Edema 



Individual Round 3 all the answers contain a link to a famous bay 
 
 

1. Who led the charge of the Light Brigade? James Thomas Brudenell, 7th 
Earl of Cardigan 

2. In the TV series that bore his name, in which city was Ironside Chief of Detectives? San Francisco 

3. Which science is responsible for the study of plants? Botany 

4. Which explorer was set adrift in an open boat together with his son by mutineers and never 
seen again? 

Henry Hudson 

5. In which county of Ireland is Connemara situated? Galway 

6. What alternative name for Cornucopia in Greek mythology is shared by an edible fungus also 
known as the black chanterelle? 

Horn of Plenty 

7. Which comedy legend died in Cheltenham General hospital in 1984, after collapsing in a 
theatre? 

Eric Morecambe 

8. Which species of tiger, native to the subcontinent, is now classed as endangered? Bengal Tiger 

9. Which type of paper folder shares its name with a major Asian city? Manila 

10. Which is the only American naval base on Communist territory? Guantanamo 

 



Team Round 4 
1. Odd detectives  

a) Which detective retired from sleuthing to grow marrows? Hercule Poirot 

b) What is the name of the detective created by Rex Stout who virtually never left home, 
preferring to stay in and grow orchids instead?  

Nero Wolfe 

c) From which disability did Max Carados, whose stories featured alongside those of Sherlock 
Holmes in the Strand magazine, suffer?  

Blindness 

2. Pink  
a) As well as gin, grenadine and lemon zest what else goes into a pink lady cocktail to make it 

frothy? 
Egg White 

b) Who wrote the Pink Panther theme? Henry Mancini 

c) What type of vegetable is a pink apple fir? Potato 

3. Wars of the Roses  
a) Which battle is considered the first proper battle of the Wars of the Roses? First Battle of St. Albans 

b) Which battle of the Wars of the Roses, at which Richard Neville, known as ‘the Kingmaker’, 
was killed, is known as the bloodiest battle in English history? 

Towton 

c) What year did the battle of Bosworth take place? 1485 

4. Angels of War  
a) At the beginning of World War I at which town was it alleged a host of angels, some in the 

form of archers, appear to save besieged British troops? 
Mons 

b) Which murderous Nazi was known as the ‘angel of death’ because of his atrocities in 
concentration camps in World War II? 

Joseph Mengeles 

c) According to the Book of revelations, which angel will lead the host of angels that will 
destroy the Devil in the form of a dragon? 

Michael 



Team Round 4 (Continued) 
5.  North American rivers  

a) Which American river bisects Minneapolis and St. Paul? Mississippi 

b) The longest river in Canada is the Mackenzie. Which river which empties into the Bering sea 
is the second longest? 

Yukon 

c) The names of the rivers on which Los Angeles and Miami all stand have what in common? They share their name with the 
city on which they stand 

6. London comedy  In which part of London were these TV sitcoms set 
a) Desmonds Peckham 

b) Citizen Smith Tooting 

c) The Good Life Surbiton 

7. Secret organisations  
a) The housewife nicknamed Madame Max, who enjoyed cooking, needlework and brutally 

killing according to the natives, eventually commanded which secret organisation in Haiti? 
Tonton Macoute 

b) Members of the Kikuyu tribe used the name of which politician in their oath when swearing 
allegiance to the Mau Mau? 

Jomo Kenyatta 

c) According one theory, which secret organisation took their name from the sound of a rifle 
coming to full cock? 

Ku Klux Klan 

8. Transport  
a) On account of it once taking at least four years or so, the repainting of which Scottish 

landmark gives rise for an expression for a never-ending task? 
Forth (Rail) Bridge (i.e., “painting 
the Forth Bridge”) 

b) Which channel 4 newsreader was President of the Cyclists’ Touring Club? Jon Snow 

c) What types of transport are rigid, semi-rigid or non-rigid? Airships or Dirigible 



(Second Half) Individual Round 5 
All answers refer to terms used for law officers 
 

1. What record is most associated with the music hall comedian Charles Penrose? The Laughing Policeman 

2. Which Liverpool born actress first became famous for playing Lindsey Corkhill in the soap 
opera Brookside? 

Claire Sweeney 

3. Which name connects British actors Fraser, Maynard, Pertwee, Travers and Bailey? Bill 

4. Which Watch with Mother characters had the biggest, spotty dog in the world? The Woodentops 

5. Which character in “The Goon Show” regularly had the line “You rotten swines! You have 
deaded me”? 

Bluebottle 

6. Which film comedy is set in the fictional town of Sandford? Hot Fuzz 

7. Chalcocite and Chalcopyrite are the principal ores of which metal? Copper 

8. Which England football captain had Chelsea as one of his middle names? Bobby Moore 

9. Whose paintings include The Lock, The Cornfield and The Vale of Dedham? John Constable 

10. Of what is the newton the S.I. unit? Force 

 



Team Round 6 
1. Barbarian war  

a) Which Barbarian army from North Africa marched on Rome in 455 A.D.  Vandals 

b) Which Germanic people conquered the Roman territory of Gaul in the 6th century, and 
established their rule for centuries in that area? 

Franks 

c) Which defensive wall against the Barbarians was begun by the Romans twenty-one years 
after Hadrian’s wall was started? 

Antonine Wall 

2. Wacky Races What connects 
a) Who drove the Creepy Coupe? The Gruesome Twosome(Big and 

Little Gruesome) 
b) Which car was driven by the Stone Age brothers Rock and Slag Gravel? Bouldermobile 

c) What number car was driven by Dick Dastardly and Muttley? 00 

3. Beer  
a) According to German law what are the only three ingredients beer can contain? Water, Hops, Barley 

b) Which country is the biggest consumer of Guinness per capita? United Kingdom 

c) What is the significance of Church End Goat’s Milk? Current CAMRA Champion Beer 

4. Italy  
a) Of Italy’s three major active volcanoes to have erupted in the last 100 years, which one is 

located closest to the capital, Rome? 
Vesuvius 

b) In which city was pizza invented? 
 

Naples 

c) In which city in Italy is the Pitti Palace situated? Florence 



Team Round 6 (Continued) 
5. Fashion  

a) For which type of underground workers were jeans first designed and made? Miners 

b) Established in 1837, and one of the oldest luxury design houses still in operation, which 
fashion company named one of its most famous products after a Hollywood star? 

Hermès (the Kelly bag, after 
Grace Kelly) 

c) What common nightwear items have a name originating from Persian, via Hindi, for ‘leg-
garment’? 

Pyjamas 

6. International Football Clubs’ Badges  
a) Which Italian club has a large white N on a blue circle with a white rim as its badge? Napoli 

b) Which national side has a white rooster with a red comb and wattle on its badge? France 

c) Which European side has a crowned black eagle on a red shield with a white band across its 
centre? 

Austria 

7. Chemistry  
a) Stibium is the old name for which metal which hence has the symbol Sb? Antimony 

b) Which is the most common protein in the human body? Collagen 

c) Linus Pauling won the Nobel Prize for Chemistry in 1954 and the Nobel Peace Prize in 1962. 
What is unique about this feat? 

He is the only person to win two 
Unshared Nobel Prizes 

8. Literary cats  
a) In Alice in Wonderland what was the name of Alice’s cat? Dinah 

b) In the Discworld books which character owns a vicious cat named Greebo? Esmeralda Weatherwax or 
Granny/Mistress Weatherwax 

c) In which book does the Rumpus Cat first appear? Old Possum’s Book of Practical 
Cats 



Individual Round 7 
 
All answers have a connection to things seen in the heavens 

1. In Roman mythology, who was goddess of agriculture? Ceres 

2. What was the maiden name of Buzz Aldrin’s mother? Moon 

3. What was the name of the most successful single for the folk rock group Renaissance? Northern Lights 

4. Which newspaper first appeared on November 2nd  1978 in Britain? Daily Star 

5. What is the name of Fireman Sam’s fire engine in Pontypandy? Jupiter 

6. Which was the first true commercial jet airliner? Comet 

7. Which metal was originally called hydragyrum? Mercury 

8. Who was the female space doctor on Fireball XL5? Doctor Venus 

9. Which confectionery company is the sixth largest privately owned company in the world? Mars 

10. Which book, later made into a film by Steven Spielberg, did author J.G. Ballard write about 
his adventures as a boy in a Japanese Prison camp in World War II? 

Empire of the Sun 

 



Team Round 8 
1. Films about Texas  

a) In which film did James Dean play a Texas cowboy who eventually becomes an oil tycoon? Giant 

b) In the 2004 production of “The Alamo” who played Davy Crockett? Billy Bob Thornton 

c) In which TV mini-series based on a book by Larry McMurtry do Robert Duvall and Tommy 
Lee jones play retired Texas Rangers driving their cattle from Texas to Montana? 

Lonesome Dove 

2. New York songs According to the title of a successful pop song…. 
a) Where won’t one thin dime even shine your shoes? On Broadway 

b) Who grew up ridin’ the subways, running with people up in Harlem? Native New Yorker 

c) Who gets all the news he needs on the weather report? The Only Living Boy in New York 

3. Mythological monsters  
a) Which dragon grew up in a well until it grew so big it attacked livestock and had to be 

placated by drinking a trough of milk every day? 
Lambton Worm 

b) In Norse mythology, what type of animal was Sleipnir [sleyp-nir]? Horse 

c) What type of female demon was said to appear to men in their dreams, seduce them with 
sex, which eventually caused ill health and death? 

Succubus 

4. Also known as  
a) Which animal is also known as the antbear? Aardvark 

b) In the UK, which plant is also known as the Michaelmas Daisy? Aster 

c) What is the Indian name for the vegetable known as ladies’ fingers or okra? Bhindi 



Team Round 8 (Continued) 
5. Harry Potter  

a) What is the full name of Harry’s corpulent cousin? Dudley Dursley 

b) What present did Harry receive on his first Christmas at Hogwarts? Invisibility Cloak 

c) What post did Cornelius Fudge hold? Minister of Magic 

6. Not old European regions?  
a) In the world of cartoons whose catchphrase is ‘Okily Dokily’? Ned Flanders 

b) Which theatre did Richard D’Oyly carte build in the Strand in London, primarily for the work 
of Gilbert and Sullivan?? 

The Savoy 

c) For his role in which film did Remi Malek win his Academy Award for Best Actor? Bohemian Rhapsody 

7. Nursery rhyme origins  
a) Which nursery rhyme is believed to refer to the death of Robin Hood? Who Killed Cock Robin 

b) Which nursery rhyme was said to refer to the rumour that the son of James II of Scotland 
was stillborn, and another male child substituted to maintain Catholic rule in Scotland? 

Rock a Bye Baby 

c) Which nursery rhyme is alleged to women prisoners being forced to take exercise around a 
tree in the courtyard of Wakefield Prison? 

Here We Go Round The Mulberry 
Bush 

8. Victoria and Albert  
a) What public event of 1851 did Victoria say was entirely down to Albert? The Great Exhibition 

b) Which title did Albert accept in 1857? Prince Consort 

c) Which part of the body of Prince Albert did queen Victoria have preserved in a plaster cast 
which she kept in her bedroom at Osborne house, where it is still on display? 

Ear 



Beer Round 
 

1.    
a) Of the five players who made up Wisden’s Cricketers of the Century, who was the only one 

chosen while still playing? 
Shane Warne 

b) In the world of theatre, what are known as Dark Days? Days When Theatres Are Closed 
to the Public 

c) According to Norse mythology how many worlds made up the universe? Nine 

2. Title  
a) Which cricketer do Wisden record as being the one to score most Test runs without ever 

having scored a century? 
Shane Warne 

b) Which type of theatre usually tries to offer the same time on stage for each performer and 
the same number of lines, rather than relying on the star system? 

Ensemble 

c) The Dagda appears in the mythology of which country? Ireland 

 
Spare Questions 
 

1. Which group of workers had to avoid the deadly Whangdoodles while they searched for the 
green caterpillars that were revolting to eat as their staple diet? 

Oompa Loompas 

2. Who played Billy Ingleton in Last of The Summer Wine? Norman Wisdom 

3. In sport what do Kennington Oval, Crystal Palace, Stamford Bridge, and Lillie Bridge, all in 
London, have in common? 

All Have Staged an F.A. Cup Final 

 
 


